Outcome prediction following penetrating craniocerebral injury in a civilian population: aggressive surgical management in patients with admission Glasgow Coma Scale scores of 6 to 15
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In an attempt to assess admission Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) scores and other radiographic variables after penetrating craniocerebral injury in relationship to outcome, the author evaluated a series of 294 patients with penetrating injuries who presented with a GCS score of 6 to 15 over a 6-year period. Entrance criteria required a replicable neurological examination that was not altered by the presence of hypotension, drugs/toxins, or systemic injury. All patients underwent surgical intervention and aggressive perioperative management, including resuscitative protocols, in the neurosurgical intensive care unit.

The author previously devised prospective models of outcome remained unchanged in this series. The variables most predictive of death include admission GCS score and subarachnoid hemorrhage in one model and admission GCS score and pupillary changes in a second when pupillary response was definitive at admission (p ≤ 0.00005). Other important variables related to morbidity include admission GCS, bihemispheric injury when associated with intraventricular hemorrhage, and diffuse fragmentation (p ≤ 0.001).

In this study a significant relationship between operative intervention and survival (p ≤ 0.01) was found in patients with an admission GCS scores of 6 to 8. No significant relationships between operative intervention and survival were found in patients with admission GCS scores of 9 to 12. A significant relationship between operative intervention and morbidity (p ≤ 0.01) was also demonstrated in patients with an admission GCS score of 12 to 15. No significant relationships between operative intervention and morbidity were found in patients with an admission GCS score of 6 to 8 and 9 to 12.
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Patients with craniocerebral missile wounds who arrive at the hospital alive often receive variable treatment despite low GCS scores and often dismal prognoses, because there is a lack of consensus regarding appropriate treatment and predictable outcome in these patients. We have previously reviewed a series of patients with admission GCS scores of 3 to 5 and reported that although surgery was significantly related to mortality, it had no effect on morbidity, with poor outcome being demonstrated in the vast majority of surgically treated survivors. In the current paper we discuss outcome following aggressive surgical management in patients whose GCS scores were 6 to 15.

Abbreviations used in this paper: CT = computerized tomography; GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale; GOS = Glasgow Outcome Scale; SAH = subarachnoid hemorrhage.

CLINICAL MATERIAL AND METHODS

Between 1985 and 1992 there were 1086 penetrating head trauma patients who presented to the University of Southern California–Los Angeles County Medical Center. Included in the series were all patients with craniocerebral missile wounds Of the 1086 patients only those with inclusion of all analyzed variables and a three-year follow up were included in the analysis. This yielded a series of 484 patients. Of this series, 343 patient records were reviewed retrospectively and 141 patients were entered prospectively. Of these, 190 with admission GCS scores of 3–5 have been previously discussed in an earlier paper. The remaining 294 patients with admission GCS of 6–15 are now evaluated as the purpose of this study. The utilization of models in predicting the outcome of patients entered on a prospective basis had no influence on their medical or surgical management. The role of selection
bias should be noted given that this study was performed at a single institution where methodologies for treating these patients has been well established.

All patients included in the study were given a replicable neurological examination following medical resuscitation; the examination was unencumbered by drugs, toxins, or systemic injury. Patients with intractable hypotension in whom resuscitation with fluids or vasopressive agents failed were not included in the study.

Criteria for inclusion in the series included isolated penetrating craniocerebral injury and neurological exams that were not compromised by hypotension or the presence of drugs or toxins. Computerized tomography scans were performed on all patients. Outcome determination was based on full neurological evaluations according to the GOS score at the time of admission, discharge, and at follow up of up to 3 years.

Acute Management

In the present study, if a patient’s pupils were reactive to light, surgery was performed within 24 hours, whenever possible. Surgery was also performed in some patients with unreactive pupils as well, but only if optic nerve injury was suspected or if there were other mitigating factors, such as intracranial bleeding or toxin-induced alterations in mental status. In a survey by Kaufman, et al., the authors found that 23% of neurosurgeons surgically intervene when both pupils are dilated, whereas 72% will perform surgery in patients in whom one pupil is dilated.

Surgical intervention was kept to a minimum, and it primarily involved debridement at the superficial wound site and evacuation of mass lesions. Fragments of bone or other (4%). Patient race included Hispanic (78%), African American (14%), Caucasian (3%), and Asian (5%). Fifty-three patients were admitted with an admission GCS score of 6 to 8, 64 with a score of 9 to 12, and 177 with a score of 13 to 15. Two hundred eight patients underwent operative intervention dural closure was obtained in all patients whereas 86 were managed nonsurgically. Patients undergoing craniotomy/craniectomy surgery included 48 patients with an admission GCS score of 6 to 8, 54 with an admission GCS score of 9 to 12, and 106 with an admission GCS score of 13 to 15. With regard to mortality in cases of operative management, 40 patients (83%) with GCS scores of 6 to 8 survived, 45 (83%) with GCS scores of 9 to 12 survived, and 102 (96%) with GCS scores of 13 to 15 survived (Table 1). As compared with our earlier study, this represents an increase of 15 patients who underwent surgery (29 lived and six died) and of four who did not undergo surgical intervention (all died) in the patients with admission GCS scores of 6 to 8.

Statistical Analysis

A total of 38 variables were recorded in this series. All variables were screened for outliers by using Grubbs analysis. Continuous variables were evaluated for normal distribution. The variable of age was normalized using a logarithmic transformation. Forward and backward linear stepwise regression analysis (BMDP 2R; BMDP Statistical Software, Inc., Los Angeles, CA) was used to relate all independent variables to outcome (GOS score). Two-group tests and matched t-tests were used to correlate all independent variables with outcome in addition to individual variables present within a subgroup. The equality of group variances was evaluated by using Levene’s test (BMDP 3D). Levels of statistical significance were set at p ≤ 0.05. Adequacy of outcome was expressed in terms of the GOS scores and was described as either good (GOS score of 4–5) or poor (GOS score of 1–3). The GOS score was assigned within 12 months following discharge from the hospital. A good outcome indicated that the patient was either without neurological sequelae or had a moderate residual deficit but was independent. To identify the most significant survival indicators, multivariate stepwise logistic regression analysis was conducted.

On the basis of our clinical experience we were able to classify distinct sets of variables into subgroups. Subgroupings included variables that contributed to increased intracranial pressure; variables that lead to diffuse intracerebral fragmentation; entry sites with involvement of both hemispheres; and injuries affecting multiple lobes with ventricular involvement.

RESULTS

The overall series was comprised of 89% male and 11% female patients. Mean age was 26 years (range 2–97 years). Mean transit time between the scene of injury and hospitalization was 25 minutes (range 0–92 minutes). Mean length of hospital stay was 7 days (range 1–179 days). Injuries occurred between 3 a.m. and 6 p.m. (32%) or 6 p.m. and 3 a.m. (68%). Motivation for the shootings was gang related in 52%. Non gang-related injuries were sustained during assault (21%), suicide (19%), robbery (2%), accident (3%), drug-related encounters (1%), police-related encounters (1%), and those occurring during random activities (1%). Missile wound entrance sites included frontal (34%), temporal (23%), parietal (19%), occipital (20%), and other (4%). Patient race included Hispanic (78%), African American (14%), Caucasian (3%), and Asian (5%).
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with a GOS score of 3 were hospitalized for a mean of 29 days (range 3–129 days), patients with a GOS score of 4 were hospitalized for a mean of 13 days (range 1–51 days) and patients with a GOS score of 5 were hospitalized for a mean of 5 days (range 1–54 days).

Outcome Prediction

We found that the variables most predictive of death as determined by logistic regression analysis included 1) admission GCS score and SAH (p × H 0.00005) when pupillary function was not intact and 2) admission GCS score and pupillary changes (p × H 0.00005) when pupillary function was intact. The variables most predictive of morbidity, as determined by logistic regression analysis included admission GCS score, bihemispheric injury associated with intraventricular hemorrhage, SAH, and diffuse fragmentation (p < 0.001).

DISCUSSION

In most series the investigators have shown that patients fit into two groups: those presenting with GCS scores of 12 to 15 and those who do not survive.19 Thus, there are only a few patients in the population with GCS scores of 5 to 12 whose outcomes may be helped by appropriate neurosurgical efforts. In a series from the University of Virginia, only one patient died after the 1st week following injury; this patient had a GCS score of 15 and died of a pulmonary embolism.19 Among the survivors in this series, none was vegetative and only two were severely disabled. The remainder made a good outcome (mild or no disability).21 Selden, et al.,20 also reported a good outcome in those patients who survived a suicide attempt, with 91% (10 of 11) experiencing a good outcome. In the series reported by Kaufman, et al.,7 only 5% of 48 survivors were vegetative or severely disabled, 29% experienced a moderate disability, and 67% experienced a good outcome. Only 38% remained in the hospital for either rehabilitation or lengthy acute care treatment.

I have devised prospective models of outcome based on an attempt to predict on admission patients who will be nonsurvivors. To decrease the chance that any future models would indicate that a poor outcome, based on the variables present on admission in a patient who in turn may make a good outcome, I established the significance of the model at p < 0.001, with a confidence interval of greater than 99% (thus overpredicting for survivors). My aim was to create a formula with which good outcome will be predicted (that is, to know who will survive what percentage of the time and who will die what percentage of the time). Care is considered to be futile when there is a less than 1% chance for survival. By description, such models are used to predict outcome while controlling for confounding in-

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admission GCS Score</th>
<th>Survival</th>
<th>Died</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgical intervention</td>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>40 (83)</td>
<td>8 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9–11</td>
<td>45 (83)</td>
<td>9 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12–15</td>
<td>102 (96)</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsurgical intervention</td>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9–11</td>
<td>7 (71)</td>
<td>3 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12–15</td>
<td>70 (98)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* NS = not significant.

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admission GCS Score</th>
<th>Good (GOS 4 or 5)</th>
<th>Poor (GOS 2 or 3)</th>
<th>Died</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgical intervention</td>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>12 (24)</td>
<td>28 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9–11</td>
<td>25 (46)</td>
<td>20 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12–15</td>
<td>85 (80)</td>
<td>17 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsurgical intervention</td>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9–11</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12–15</td>
<td>67 (95)</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
teractions between variables that are considered for inclusion into the model.

**Glasgow Coma Scale**

The admission GCS score remains the strongest and most significant predictor of outcome in the author’s work to date. The results of numerous studies have also supported the findings that patients with admission GCS scores of 3, 4, or 5 experience poor outcomes.\(^1\),\(^3\),\(^4\),\(^6\),\(^7\),\(^10\),\(^12\),\(^14\),\(^16\),\(^22\) I have previously attempted to answer this question in patients with admission GCS scores of 3 to 5 who underwent aggressive management (both surgical and nonsurgical).\(^1\) In this earlier series there were 60 operative patients, 21 with an admission GCS score of 3, 24 with a score of 4, and 15 with a score of 5. None of the five patients with GCS scores of 3 who survived had good outcomes (GOS score of 4 or 5). The patients with GCS scores of 4 fared only slightly better, with one of the seven surviving patients making a good outcome. One of the 11 survivors in the group with GCS scores of 5 experienced a good outcome. Although operative intervention saved lives when compared with nonoperative treatment, 23 patients (62%) versus one patient (<1%) survived, and only two survivors made a reasonable neurological recovery. Moreover, although these two patients could function independently, they remained severely compromised.

In a retrospective study of 62 patients between the ages of 10 and 72 years the authors reported that 32% of patients died in the ambulance or upon arriving at the medical center.\(^2\) Eighty-eight percent of patients (14 of 16) with an admission GCS score of 3 or 4 died within 1 week of injury.\(^2\) Stone, et al.,\(^2\) also evaluated a series of patients with craniofacial missile wounds who underwent aggressive surgical intervention. The overall mortality rate was 34%, with a 21% mortality rate for the 150 surgical patients. Of patients undergoing surgery, three (50%) of six patients with admission GCS scores of three survived, and 16 (42%) of 38 patients with admission GCS scores of 4 to 7 survived. In operative patients presenting with a GCS score of 8 to 14 there was a 90% survival rate, whereas all of the patients with a GCS score of 15 survived. When comparing GCS scores before and after initial resuscitation, the authors concluded that outcome was strongly associated with increases or decreases in GCS score.\(^2\) As I have also found, the postresuscitation GCS score was the strongest predictor of outcome. Only one (1.5%) of 66 patients presenting in traumatic arrest was resuscitated and had a GOS score of 3. Patients experiencing hypotension with a systolic blood pressure of less than 90 mm Hg also fared poorly, with injury-related deaths at admission or during the early stages of their acute hospitalization occurring in 62%. Furthermore, outcome in those patients with hypotension who survived was not as good as in those patients with normal or high blood pressure (p < 0.005).

**Subarachnoid Hemorrhage**

We have also assessed the predictive value of SAH in outcome for victims of intracranial missile injury in the present study and prior studies.\(^1\) Previously, in a study of 100 patients who had sustained craniofacial missile wounds, the overall mortality rates were 28% after exclud-
In an other series the authors have reported significant correlations between ventricular penetration and death, with death as the outcome in 84% of patients with ventricular injury.\(^7\) In different series of 76 patients it was reported that 90% of patients with ventricular involvement made a poor outcome.\(^3\) Nagib, et al.\(^1\) have reported good outcomes in only one of 14 patients with ventricular involvement. In the present series, ventricular involvement was found to be a significant predictor of outcome only when coupled with biehsemiphereic injury.

Biehsemiphereic involvement has been found to be predictive of poor outcome in numerous series.\(^5,7,18,21,23\) In the series reported by Clark, et al.,\(^3\) 86% of the patients with biehsemiphereic injury experienced poor outcomes as compared with 36% with unilateral involvement in whom poor outcomes were demonstrated. Kaufman, et al.,\(^7\) have found only a 15% survival rate in patients in whom both hemispheres were involved, whereas 64% of patients with unilateral involvement survived. Similar results have been reported in other studies, with a less than 2% survival rate when the midline was crossed; only 15% of patients survived a unilateral injury.\(^2\) Polin, et al.\(^19\) have found a higher incidence of death if either the axial or midsagittal plane was crossed, with bisection of both planes resulting in a higher mortality rate. Other authors have reported that in 57% of surgical patients (four of seven) with biehsemiphereic involvement a good outcome was demonstrated.\(^5\)

Analysis of results in the present series suggests that patients with craniocerebral missile wounds and a low GCS score (3 to 8) are not a homogenous group. Eighty-three percent of patients undergoing surgery with admission GCS scores of 6 to 8 survived. Twenty-four percent of patients with GCS scores 3 to 5 made good outcomes whereas 57% made poor outcomes and 17% died. This differs from our earlier series\(^11\) of patients in whom admission GCS scores were 3 to 5: approximately one half of the surgically treated patients survived, but a good outcome was observed in only 10%. As we have previously reported, although surgery was significantly associated with death, there was no relationship to morbidity in patients with admission GCS scores of 6 to 8. Patients with admission GCS scores of 9 to 11 fared the same after surgery, with 83% surviving and 46% making a good outcome. Nonetheless, statistical analysis revealed that surgery did not significantly affect outcome in the group of patients with GCS scores of 9 to 11. Patients with admission GCS scores of 12 to 15 did well after surgery with 96% surviving and 80% making a good outcome.

Because one in four surgically treated patients with GCS scores of 6 to 8 made a good outcome after surgery, one consideration would be to improve surgical and medical management protocols rather than to abandon the effort to help these individuals by surgical intervention. Surgery may be appropriate in these cases if there is no evidence of SAH or other variables that may be strongly associated with a poor outcome. The markedly higher rate of good outcomes in surgically treated group of patients with GCS scores of 6 to 8 (24% compared with 0% in nonoperative patients) indicates that caution must be used when deciding which patients should not undergo aggressive treatment. In the five nonoperative patients with GCS scores of 6 to 8 there was a lower survival rate (0%) than in the 127 nonoperative patients (2%) with GCS scores of 3 to 5 we have previously reported on.\(^12\)

An important goal in this area of research is to identify which patients will most benefit from intervention. The authors’ experiences suggest that, with regard to functional outcome, operative intervention was not of clear benefit to patients with GCS scores of 6 to 8. Despite misgivings about not performing surgery in those patients with GCS scores of 6 to 8, the author was unable to predict which patients would have made a good outcome after surgical management. Clearly there are more salvageable cases with GCS score of 6 to 8 than with GCS scores of 3 to 5. Although it is reasonable to make an effort to identify the salvageable cases in patients with GCS scores of 3 to 8, it is likely that surgical efforts may have an impact only on those patients with admission GCS scores of 6 to 8.

CONCLUSIONS

In an earlier study we reported that statistical analysis relating mortality rates to operative and nonoperative management in patients with admission GCS scores of 3, 4 or 5 was remarkable for having determined a significant relationship between operative intervention and survival (p ≤ 0.000001), although only two of the 23 survivors experienced good outcomes.\(^11\) In the present study we found a significant relationship between operative intervention and survival (p ≤ 0.01) in patients with an admission GCS score of 6 to 8. No significant relationships between operative intervention and survival were found in patients with an admission GCS scores of 9 to 12 and 13 to 15. We also found a significant relationship between operative intervention and morbidity (p ≤ 0.01) in patients with an admission GCS scores of 12 to 15, whereas none was found in patients with an admission GCS score of 6 to 8 and 9 to 12.
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